
The Great Depression and an Expanded 

Role of Government



Content Statement

The Great Depression was caused, in part, 

by the federal government’s monetary

policies, stock market speculation, and 

increasing consumer debt.  The role of the 

federal government expanded as a result of 

the Great Depression.



Objectives:

• Define or describe the following terms:

–Great Depression

–Buying on Margin

–October 29, 1929

–“Dust Bowl”

–“Hoovervilles”

–Franklin D. Roosevelt

–New Deal



Objectives:

• Describe how the federal government’s 

monetary policies, stock market 

speculation, and increasing consumer 

debt led to the Great Depression 

• Identify efforts by the government to 

combat the Great Depression

• Explain how the government’s efforts 

led to its expanded role



Depressions

• Economies historically pass through good 

and bad periods that regularly repeat

themselves

• These up-and-down periods of business 

activity are referred to as the business cycle

• The bad times are called depressions -

characterized by business failures, high 

unemployment, and falling prices

• The Great Depression was the worst

depression in our nation’s history



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

• A variety of factors caused the economy to 
move from the prosperity of the 1920s to the 
severe depression of the 1930s

• Overproduction
–The 1920s had witnessed rapid economic 

expansion as manufacturers made and 
sold new products like cars, radios, and 
refrigerators

–Many consumers, however, lacked the 
money to buy these goods

–Manufacturers were soon producing more 
goods than they could sell



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

–In the 1920s, 
stocks soared in 
value 

–Many people 
bought stocks
hoping to “get 
rich quick” 

• Speculation/Buying on Margin

–This drove stock prices higher



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

–By 1929, stock prices had tripled since 

1920

–In the 1920s, stocks could be bought 

for a 10% down-payment, called a 

margin 

–If a stock’s price fell, the purchaser 

was still responsible for the full price

–As long as stock prices kept rising, it 

was not a problem



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

–When prices started to drop, buyers on 

margin often did not have enough 

money to cover their losses

–People also invested in real estate with 

similar hopes of getting rich quickly

–The frenzy of the stock market and 

real estate speculation created an 

atmosphere of easy money



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

• The Rise of Consumer Debt

–In the 1920s, 1,500 installment credit

companies emerged, competing with 

one another and with banks to give 

easy credit to Americans

–This allowed consumer spending to 

rise even faster than income, and led 

to some predictable results



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

–This easy credit saw an enormous 

increase in consumer indebtedness, 

coupled with an equally dramatic 

decline in consumer savings

–The situation was made more 

dangerous by the fact that some 80% 

of families in the 1920s had no savings

to fall back on if the main breadwinner

lost his job



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

• Shaky Banking
–The vast majority of American bankers 

followed established banking practices, 
but with no government regulation of the 
banking system, some bankers invested 
depositors’ money in shaky investments 

–Banks also lent consumers more than they 
could afford to repay

–This vast over-extension of credit made 
the entire U.S. economy extremely 
vulnerable



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

• The Federal Reserve and Money Supply

–The main role of the Federal Reserve 

Bank is to reduce swings in the 

economy by controlling the ability of 

banks to lend money, which affects the 

money supply

–During an economic downturn, the 

Federal Reserve increases the amount 

of money in circulation



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

–More money in circulation stimulates

spending, production and employment 

–Some economists believe the Federal 

Reserve reduced the money supply 

during the Great Depression when it 

should have expanded it



Causes of the Great Depression, 1929 - 1940

• Restricted International Trade
–American tariffs protected American 

markets, but they made it hard for 
producers to sell abroad since other 
countries retaliated by setting up high 
tariffs of their own

–In 1930, President Hoover signed the 
highest tariff in U.S. history

–This shrinking of world trade 
contributed to the Great Depression



The Great Depression Begins

• When the New York Stock Market 

crashed in 1929, it set off a chain

reaction that toppled the American 

economy and quickly spread to the rest 

of the world



The New York Stock Market Crash

• On October 29, 1929, known as “Black

Tuesday,” stocks began to rapidly fall in 

price

• People could not sell their shares fast 

enough

• Stock prices kept falling faster and faster

• Prices were soon at all-time lows



The New York Stock Market Crash

• The market had crashed

• Billions of dollars were lost, wiping out 

thousands of investors

• After October 29, 1929, stock prices 

continued to drop

• By 1932 stocks were worth about 20% 

of their value in the summer of 1929



From Wall Street to Main Street

• After the market crashed, corporations 

were unable to raise funds

• People who lost their money in the stock 

market could not repay their loans 

leading to bank failures

• In this economic climate, the demand for 

goods decreased

• As prices fell, factories closed, and 

workers lost their jobs



From Wall Street to Main Street

• Demand was reduced still further, 

causing prices to fall even more

• More factories closed, and the country 

became caught in a vicious downward

spiral

• People could not pay their mortgages, 

and people lost their homes

• With no one to buy these foreclosed

houses, home prices plummeted



From Wall Street to Main Street

• Without any kind of “safety net,” such as 

unemployment insurance, millions of 

workers found themselves living on the 

street or in makeshift shacks



The Human Impact of the Depression

• The Great Depression was a national

nightmare

• When the Great Depression struck, 

people felt worthless

• The economic chaos replaced the 

nation’s traditional optimistic outlook

• People waited for events to turn, as they 

fought each day to survive



The Human Impact of the Depression

• Businesses failed, farmers lost their 

farms, banks failed, and millions of 

people were out of work

• Private charities were overwhelmed

• People were homeless and went hungry

• Millions depended on soup kitchens for 

their food



The “Dust Bowl”

• A series of droughts in the early 1930s 

dried up crops and topsoil, turning the 

soil to dust

• Heavy winds blew topsoil away, burying 

homes and destroying harvests

• Over one million farmers were driven 

from their farms by the “dust bowl”



President Hoover and the Depression

• Despite rising unemployment, President 

Hoover rejected demands for the federal 

government to provide payments to the 

unemployed and needy

• He believed the role of government was 

not to provide help to people

• Instead, he believed that help should 

come from private organizations, like the 

Salvation Army



Hoover Finally Acts

• As the depression deepened, Hoover was 
finally pressured to act

• He cut taxes, increased federal spending
on public projects, and directed that 
surplus farm crops be bought

• In 1932, Hoover established a federal 
agency to provide emergency loans to 
banks and businesses

• However, Hoover’s policies were seen as 
being too little, too late



Hoover Finally Acts

• Many unemployed and homeless 

families were forced to live in shanty

towns, called “Hoovervilles,” which 

sprang up in many major cities



President Roosevelt and The New Deal

• In the election of 1932, Franklin D. 

Roosevelt promised Americans a New 

Deal, to put them back to work

• Hoover’s inability to end the depression 

allowed Roosevelt to easily defeat him 

in the election

• Roosevelt’s New Deal was a major 

turning point in U.S. history



President Roosevelt and The New Deal

• The New Deal marked an end to the 
view that government and the economy 
should be completely separate

• It established the principle that the 
federal government is chiefly 
responsible for ensuring the smooth 
running of the American economy

• The New Deal also permanently 
increased the size and power of the 
federal government



President Roosevelt and The New Deal

• As soon as Roosevelt took office, he 

began to submit a flood of new measures

for Congressional approval



The Hundred Days

• As soon as President Roosevelt took 

office, he called Congress into special

session, determined to put his plan into 

effect

• In his first 100 days in office, a flood of 

bills were put before Congress

• On the very first day of Congress, they 

passed a bill to stabilize the country’s 

failing banking system



The Hundred Days

• Encouraged by the success of his first 
legislative action, Roosevelt pressed on, 
pushing Congress to implement the rest 
of his agenda with startling speed

• Roosevelt submitted hundreds of bills, 
explaining these measures in terms of 
the three R’s –
–Relief
–Recovery, and 
–Reform



Relief

• Relief measures were short-term actions 

designed to tide people over until the 

economy recovered

• They were especially important in the 

first years of the New Deal



Relief

• To stabilize the banking situation and 

restore consumer confidence, Roosevelt 

declared a Bank Holiday, closing all of 

the nation’s banks

• Each bank reopened only after 

government inspectors found the bank 

was financially sound



“Relief” Legislation During the New Deal

• Federal Emergency Relief Act (1933)
–Funded state and Local governments to 

provide emergency relief, and enabled 
millions of people to be hired on “make-
work” projects

• Civilian Conservation Corps (1933)
–Gave jobs to young men, such as planting 

trees and cleaning up forests
–Members of the CCC lived in camps and 

received free food
–Most of their pay was sent to their parents



“Relief” Legislation During the New Deal

• Public Works Administration (1933)

–Created federal jobs by building public

projects, such as schools, roads, 

courts, post offices, and bridges

• Works Progress Administration (1935)

–Created jobs by hiring artists, writers, 

and musicians to paint murals, 

produce plays, and create other 

artworks



Recovery

• Roosevelt realized that the key to 

recovery was to stimulate demand

• His recovery measures sought to rebuild 

people’s purchasing power



“Recovery” Measures During the New Deal

• Priming the Pump

–Roosevelt believed in pouring money into 

the economy to get it working again

–By putting government money into 

consumers’ hands, they would spend 

more, increasing the demand for products

–This would lead to more workers being 

hired, further increasing purchasing power 

and consumer demand



“Recovery” Measures During the New Deal

• National Recovery Administration 

(1933) asked businesses to voluntarily

follow codes which set standard prices, 

production limits, and minimum wages

• In 1935, the Supreme Court found the 

NRA unconstitutional because the 

federal government had no power to 

interfere with business activities 

conducted within a state



“Recovery” Measures During the New Deal

• Agricultural Adjustment Acts
– In the first “AAA,” the government paid

farmers to plant less in the hope of 
increasing crop prices
In 1936, the Supreme Court declared 

the AAA unconstitutional
–The second AAA (1938) succeeded in 

raising farm prices
Under this act, the government bought

farm surpluses and stored them in 
warehouses until prices went up



Reform

• Reform measures were aimed at 

remedying defects in the structure of the 

American economy to ensure that such a 

severe depression would never strike 

again

• Many of these measures were based on 

the belief that government should protect

individuals against risks they could not 

handle on their own



“Reform” Legislation During the New Deal

• Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(1933) insured bank deposits so that 
people would not lose their savings in 
the event of a bank failure

• Tennessee Valley Authority (1933) built 
21 government-owned dams along the 
Tennessee River, controlling floods and 
producing electricity
–Some feared the “TVA” as a form of 

socialism



“Reform” Legislation During the New Deal

• Securities and Exchange Commission 
(1934) was created to watch over the 
stock market, prevent fraud and guard 
against another stock market collapse

• National Labor Relations Act (1935), 
often called the Wagner Act, gave 
workers the right to form unions, to 
bargain collectively, and to submit 
grievances to a National Labor Relations 
Board



“Reform” Legislation During the New Deal

• Social Security Act (1935) was probably 
the most important measure of the New 
Deal
–It provided workers with 

unemployment insurance, old age 
pensions, and insurance if they died 
early

–Workers and their employers each paid 
new contributions to fund these 
benefits



The New Deal’s Impact on Government

• The Great Depression had a tremendous 
impact on the government’s role in 
setting economic policy

• Roosevelt believed that the crisis could 
only be handled through greater
government intervention in the economy
than had ever previously been the case

• Under Roosevelt’s New Deal, the power
of the federal government increased
dramatically



The New Deal’s Impact on Government

• The federal government moved beyond 
its regulatory role and did more than just 
preventing dishonesty and maintaining 
safety

• Government now had a positive
responsibility to make sure the national 
economy ran smoothly and efficiently

• Agencies and their regulations made it 
possible for the government to closely 
control its citizens’ private actions



The New Deal’s Impact on Government

• Taxes rose dramatically to fund these 
new government programs

• The New Deal greatly expanded the 
government’s role in areas of social and 
economic life that it had formerly not 
been involved with

• The relationship between the 
government and its citizens changed 
with the creation of new regulatory 
agencies



The New Deal’s Impact on Government

• Many states also implemented their own 
versions of the New Deal, adding to the 
general increase in the involvement of 
government in the lives of its citizens

• Although some New Deal programs 
were eliminated after World War II, 
many remained

• New Deal programs established a legacy
of government agencies, regulations, and 
procedures that remain with us today



Did The New Deal Work?

• Failed to end the Depression

• 1939 - the unemployment rate was 19% 

• New Deal did get the country through 

one of the toughest times in American 

history

• The massive spending brought by the 

American entry to WWII ultimately 

ended the Depression

• Video End of Notes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvcWeNf9g6A


Prosperity

• A successful, flourishing, or thriving 

condition, especially in financial 

respects; good fortune



Overproduction

• Production of more of a product, 

commodity, or substance than is wanted 

or needed



Speculation

• The act of trading in an asset or 

conducting a financial transaction that 

has a significant risk with the 

expectation of a big gain

–(High Risk = High Reward)



Buying Stocks on Margin

• The purchase of a stock by paying a 

small down payment and borrowing the 

balance from a bank or broker



Breadwinner

• A person who earns money to support a 

family



Abroad

• In or to a foreign country or countries



Topple

• Cause to become unsteady and fall



Plummet

• Decrease rapidly in value or amount



Surplus

• More than what is needed or used; 

excess



Make-Work Projects

• Work, usually of little importance, 

created to keep a person from being idle 

or unemployed 



Grievance

• An official statement of a complaint over 

something believed to be wrong or 

unfair


